Employment of microarray analysis to characterize biologic differences associated with tropism-modified adenoviral vectors: utilization of non-native cellular entry pathways.
In this study, we have applied high-density oligonucleotide microarray technology to characterize biologic changes associated with adenoviral vector-mediated target cell infection. We infected a human melanoma cell line, M21, with the tropism-modified vectors, Ad5lucRGD and Ad5/3luc1. In addition, we infected the M21 cell line with the Ad5luc1, a vector which primarily exploits the coxsackie and adenovirus receptor, as its primary native receptor. We found significant changes in gene expression of 5492 genes induced by Ad5luc1 infection, 2439 genes induced by Ad5/3luc1 infection, and 1251 genes induced by Ad5lucRGD infection, compared to uninfected cells. Among these changes in gene expression, 783 changes were common to Ad5/3luc1 and Ad5luc1 infections, 266 were common to Ad5lucRGD and Ad5luc1 infections, and 185 changes in gene expression were common to Ad5/3luc1 and Ad5lucRGD infections. Interestingly, 89 changes in gene expression were common to all the three groups, suggesting a commonly affected pathway. This analysis represents a unique application of microarray to study vector-related issues. Furthermore, these studies demonstrate the utility of microarray for characterizing the biologic sequelae of host-vector interaction.